
Tulsiramji Gaikwad-Patil College of Engineering and Technology
Wardha Road, Nagpur-2141 lo8

NAAC Accredited

Department of Computer Science & Engineering
Session 2017- 18

Date: I l/05/2018

Application for Internship Training

Your's faithfully,

Manasvi R. Thakare [VII Sem CSEf 04f
Avanti Jadhao [VII Sem CSE]

To

The HoD

Computer Science & Engineering Department,

TGPCET, Nagpur

Subject: Application for the issue the permission letter for Intemship Training

Company Name: N2R Technologies, Nagpur

Applicant Name: Manasvi R. Thakare, Avanti Jadhao

Respected Madam,

We the students of VII Semester Computer Science & Engineering Department ol

Tulsiramji Gaikwad-Patil College of Engineering & Technology Nagpur, request you to allow us

to do intemship. The duration of training is for 6 months.

So kindly permit us have been thoroughly preparing industrial working culture under the

guidance of experienced employee and gaining practical knowledge will develop our

professional level with effectiveness.

Thanking You.



Tulsiramji Gaikwad-Patil College of Engineering and Technology
Wardha Road, Nagpur-zl4t to8

NAAC Accredited

Department of Computer Science & Engineering
Session 2017-18

Ret TGPCET/CSE /20 l't - t 81233 Date: 12/05/2018

To,
The Manager,
N2R Technologies.
Nagpur.

Subject:- Intemship Training for students of B.E. VII SEMESTER of Computer Science and
Engineering Department in your esteemed organization.

Respected Sir/Madam,

Greetings fronr Tulsiramji Gaikr.vad-Patil College of Engineering and Technology, Mohagaon,
Wardha Road, Nagpur.

We are conducting four years fulltime Engineering degree in Computer Science and
Engineering course affiliated to R.T.M. Nagpur University, recognized by Maharashtra State
Govemment and approved by AICTE , New Delhi.

Some of our students of B.E.(CSE) VII Semester are willing to take intemship training in
software technology practices in your esteem organization. After completion of training students
has to submit their work as a Intemship report to the Head of Department.

The following students of our college in B.E. VII Sem(CSE) had approached you for their
Intemship Training in your organization :-

Sr, No. Name of Students
1

2 Avanti Jadhao

With Regards

Prof. an i Talmale
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Manaswi Thakare

I assure you that the information collected by the students will be exclusively used for
academic pursuits only. You are requested to co-operate and needful for giving the
opportunity to work with your organization.

HoD (CSE)
T.G.P.C.E.T. Nasour

Head ot hiit':Cb:-;-.1.-'-€[;;3' & Engg t

Tulsrrarrri Uiit: - JL '-.. !. :ge cT

Englr,eering arlC ieohnolu':r!, i,iagpur
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"Industrial Training Report on JAVA"

This Industrial Case Study report is submitted to

Ras htrasant Tukdoji Maharaj Nagp ur U nivers ity

in partial fulillment of the rcquirement

lor the aword ofthe degree

of

Bachelor of Engineering in Computer Science & Engineering

By

Ms. Manaswi R. Thakare

COMPUTER SCIENCE & ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

SESSION 2017-18



CERTTFICATE OF APPROVAL

This is to c€rtiry that the Industrial Case Study entitled "The inventory

Management of window" carried out by Ms. Manaswi R. Thakare of the Final

year Computer Science & Engineering during the academic year 2017-2018, in partial

fulfillment of the requirement for the award of the degree of Bachelor of

Engineering in Computer Science & Engineering offered by the Rashtrasant

Tukdoji Maharaj Nagpur University.

(f
Mrs. Pooja Pimpalshende
(Industry Mentor Name)

Date: 2110612018

Place: Nagpur

Prof. Roshani Talmale
(HOD of CSE Department)
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ABBREVATION

There are literally thousands of computer Abbreviations out there. Many are concemed

wirh the technical aspects of the computer \4+rile other deal with personal communication.

Following are more common ones that you may have but do not know exactly what they

mean.

Following are some abbreviation which are used in java:

l) GPL: General Public License

2) RAM : Random AccessMemory

3) JDK : Java Development kit

4) JVM : Java Virtual Machine

5) ANSI : American National Standard Inslitute

6) JRE: Java Runtime Environmenl

7) Java Standard Edition (JSE) - This version is tlre basic platform for Java. The

course will focus on this edition.

8) Java Enterprise Edition (JEE) - Thisedition is mainly for developing and

running

distributed multitier architecture Java applications, based largely on modular

software

mmponents running on an application seryer. We will not be covering ttris version

in the course.

9) Java Micro Edition (JME) - This edition is primarily for developing progmms

to run on consumer applicanceq such as PDAs and cell phones.



. Multithreaded: With Java's multith€aded feature it is possible to write programs

that can perform many tasks simultaneously.

. Interpreted: Java byte code is fianslated on the fly to native machine instructions

and is not stored an)rvhere. The development process is more rapid and analyical

since the linking is an incremental and light-weight process.

. High Performance : With tlrc use of Just-ln-Time compilers, Java enables high

performance.

. Distributed: Java is designed for the dishibuted environment of the intemet.

. Dynamic: Java is considered to be more dynamic than C or Cr-r since it is

designed to adapt to an evolving environment. Java programs can carry extensive

amount of run-time information that can be used to verify and r€solve accesses to

objects on mn-time.

Characterstics of JAVA

Java has many characteristics that have contributed to its popularity:

. Platform independence - Many languages are compatible with only one

platform. Java was specifically designed so that it would run on any computer,

regardless if it was running Windows, Linux, Mac, Unix or any of the other

operating systems.

. Simple and easy to use - Java's creators tried to design it so code could be written

efficiently and easily.

. Multi-functional - Java can produce many applications from commandJine

programs to apples to Swing windows (basically, sophisticated gmphical user

interlaces).

Java does have some drawbacks. Since it has automated garbage collection, it can

tend to use more memory than other similar languages. There are often

implementation differences on different platformg which have led to Java hing

described as a "write once, test everylvher€" system. las{y, sincc it uses an abstract

"virtual machine", a generic Java program doesn't have access to the Native API's on a

system dircctly. None of these issues are fatal, but I can mean that Java isnt an

appropriate choice for a particular piece of softwar€.



Chapter-2

THE JAVA PLATFORM

One thing that distinguished Java from some other languages is is ability to run the same

compiled code across multiple operating systems. In other languageg the source code

(code that is written by 6e programmer), is compiled by a compiler into an executable

file. This file is in machine language, and is intended for a single operating

systen/processor combination, so the progmmmer would have to re-compile the

program seperately for each new operating system/processor combination. Java is

different in that it does not compile the code directly into machine language code.

Compilation creates bytecode out of the source code. Bytecode generally looks something

like dris:

a7 f473 5a lb927d

When ttre code is run by the user, it is processed by something called the Java Virtual

Machine(WM). The JVM is essentially an interprEt€r for tlre bytecode. It goes through

tlre bytecode and runs it. There are different versions of the JVM that are compatible with

each OS and can run the same code. There is virtually no difference for fte end-user, but

tris makes it a lot easier for programmem doing software development.

Java and Open Source:-

> ln 2006 Sun started to make Java available under the GNU General Public

License(GPL). Oracle continues tris project called OpenJDK.

Java Virtual machine :-

. The Java virtual machine (JVM) is a software implementation of a computer that

executes programs like a real machine.

. The Java virtual machine is written specifically for a spcific operating system,

e.g. for Linux a special implementation is required as well as for Windows.

. Java prognms are compiled by the Java compiler into b)'tecode. The Java virtual

machine interprets fiis bytecode and executes the Java program'



Chapter-3

OBJECT AND CLASSES IN JAVA

Java is an object-oriented Language. As a language that has the object-oriented feature,

Java supports the following fundamental concepts:

. Polymorph ism

. Inheritanc€

. Encapsulation

. Abstraction

. Classes

. Objects

. Instance

. Method

. Message Parsing

We will look into the concepts - Classes and Objects
> Object - Objects have states and behaviors. Example: A dog has states - color,
name, breed as well as behaviors - waggtng the tail, barking, eating. An object is

an instance of a class.

> Class - A class can be defined as a template/blueprint that describes the

behavior/sate that the object of ie type support .

Objects in Java

Def.: An object is an instance of a class. The object is the real element which has data and

can perform actions. Each object is created based on the class definition.

Let us now look deep into what are objects. lf we consider the real-world, we can find
many objects around us, cars, dogs, humans, etc. All these objects have a state and a

behavior.

Ifwe consider a dog, then its state is - name, breed, color, and the behavior is - barking,

wagging the tail, running.

If you compare the software object with a real-world object, they have very similar

characteristics.



Following is a sample of a class:-
public class Dog

{
String breed;

int ageC

String color;
void barking0{

)
void hungry0{

)
void sleeping0{

)

)

A class can contain any ofthe following variable types:-
. Local variables: Variables defined inside methods, constructors or blocks are

called local variables. The variable willbe declared and initialized wifiin the

method and the variable will be destroyed when the method hascompleted.
. Instance variables: Instance variables are variables within a class but outside any

method. These variables are initialized when the class is insantiated. Instance

variables can be accessed from inside any method, constructor or blocks ofthat
particular class.
. Class variables: Class variables are variables declared wiftin a class, outside any

method, with the static keyvord

Constructor in Java
A constructor initializes an object when it is created. It has ttre same name as its class and

is syntactically similar to a method. However, constructors have no explicit rctum type.

Typically, you will use a constructor to give initial values to the instance variables

defined by the class, or to perform any other startup procedures required to create a fully
formed object.

All classes have constructors, whether you define one or not, kause Java automatically

provides a default constructor that initializes all member variables to zero. However, once

you define your own constructor, the default conslructor is no longer used



5.4. Packages in Java
Java groups classes into functional packages.

Packages are typically used to group classes ino logical units. For example all graphical

views of an application might be placed in the same package called

com.vogel la.webappl ication.views.
It is common practice to use the reverse domain name ofthe company as top level
package.

For example fre company might own tlre domair\ vogella-com and in this example the

Java

packages of this company starts with com.vogella.

Other main reason for the usage of packages is to avoid name collisions ofclasses. A
name

collision occurs iftwo programmers givethe same fully qualifred name to a class. The

tully

qualified name ofa class in Java consists out ofthe package narne followed byadot(.)
and

the class name.

Without packages, a programmer may create a Java class called Test. Another
programmer

may create a class with the same name. With the usage of packages you can tell the

system

which class to call. For example ifthe first prcgnmmer puts the Test class into package

report and the second progmmmer puts his class into package xmlreader you can

distinguish between these classes by using the fully qualified namg e.g. xmlreader.Test or

report.Test.

In simple words, it is a way of categorizing the classes and interfaces. When developing

applications in Java hundrcds of classes and interfac€s will be wriuerL therefore

categorizing these classes is a must as well as makes life mrcheasier.



Example:

Here, age is a local variable. This is defined inside pupAgeQ method and ib scope is

limited to only his metrod.
public class Test

{
public void pupAgeQ

{
int age : 0;

age= age+ 7;

System.out.println("Puppy age is : " + age);

)
public static void main(String argsfl)

t
Test test = new Test0;

test.pupAgeo;

)

) Following example uses age without initializing it, so it would give an enor at the time of
compilation.
public class Test

{
public void pupAge0

t
int age;

age=age+7;
System.out.println("Puppy age is : " + age);

)
public static void main(String args[])

{
Test test : new Test0;

test.pupAge0;

)

)

4.2, Instance Variables

. Instance variables are declared in a classs but outside a metho( constuctor or any

block.
. When a space is al ocated for an object in the heap, a slot for each inslance

variable value is created.



Chapter-5

BASIC DATATYPE OF JAVA

Variables are nothing but reserved memory locations to store values. This means that
when you create a variable you reserve some space in the memory.

Based on the data type of a variable, fte operating system allocates memory and decides
what can be stored in the res€rved memory. Therrforc, by assigning different datatypes to
variables, you can store integers, decimals, or characters in these variables.

There are two data types available in Java:
. Primitive Datatypes
. Reference/Object Datatypes

Primitive Datatypes

There are eight primitive datatypes supported by Java. Primitive datatypes are predefined

by the language and named by a keyword. Let us now look into the eight primitive data

types in deail.

Byte:

> B),te data type is an 8-bit signed wo's complement integer

> Minimum value ls -128(-2 7\

> Maximum value is 127 (inclusive)(2^7 -1)

> Default value isO

> B),te datatype is used to save space in large arrays, mainly in place of integers,

since a bye is four times smaller than an integer

> Example: byte a = 100, byte b =-50

Short:
> Short daatype is a l6-bit signed two's complement integer

> Minimum value is -32,768 (-2"15)

> Ma.ximum value is32,767 (inclusive) (2^15 -l)
> Short datatype can also be used to save memory as blte data type. A short is 2

times smalla ftan an integer

> Default value isO

> Example: short s = 10000, short r = -20000

int:
> lnt datatype isa 32-bit signed wo's conplement integer

> Minimum value is - 2,147,483,648 G2^31)



Reference Datatypes

. Reference variables are created using defined constnrctors of the classes, They

are used to access objects. These variables are declared to be ofa specific type

that cannot be changed, For example, Employee, Puppy, etc.
. Class objects and various type of array variables come under reference datatype.
. Default valrc of any reference variable is nul .

. A reference variable can be used to refer any object of the declared type or any

compatible type.
. Example: Animal animal = new Animal("gimffe");

> A literal is a source code representrtion ofa fixed value. They arr represented

directly in the code without anycomputation.

> Literals can be assigned to any primitive type variable. For example:

bye a = 68;

char a : 'A'
> bye, int, long and short can be expressed in decimal(base l0), hexadecimal(base

l6) or octal(base 8) number systems as well.

> Prefx 0 is used to indicate ocal, and prefix 0x indicates hexadecimal when using

Ihese number systems for literals. For example:

int decimal = 100;

int octal : 0144;

int hexa: 0x64;

> Suing literals in Java are spcified like they are in mos other languages by

enclosing a sequence of characters between a pair of double quotes. Examples of
sling literals are:

"Hello World"

'two\nlines"
"\"This is in quotes\""

> String and char t)?es of lite.rals can contain any Unicode characters. For example:

char a = \u0001';

String a = "\u0001";

Java Literals



The Bitwise Operators

Java defines several bitwise operators, which can be applied to the integer q?es, long; inq

short, char, and byte.

Bitwise operator works on bits and performs bit-by-bit operation. Assume if a = 60 and b

= 13; now in binary format they will be as follows:

a=00llll00
b:0000 l r0r

a&b = 0000 ll00
alb=00llll0
a"b = 0011 0001

-a = ll00 001I

The following table lists the bitwise operators:

Assume integer variable A holds 60 and variable B holds l3 then:

Sr.No. Operators and Description

I

& (bitwise and)
Binary AND Operator copies a bit to the result if it exists in both operands.
Example: (A & B) will give t2 which is 0000 ll00

)
| (bitwise or)
Binary OR Operator copies a bit if it exists in either operand
Example: (A I B) will give 6l which is 001I ll0l

3

^ (bitwise XOR)
Binary XOR Operator copies the bit if it is set in one operand but not bolh.
Example: (A ^ B) will give 49 which is 001 I 0001

4
- (bitwise compliment)
Binary Ones Complement Operator is unary and has the effect of 'flipping'
bis.
Example: (-A ) will give -61 which is I 100 00ll in 2's complement form due
to a signed binary number
<< (left shift)
Binary Left Shift Operator. The left operands value is moved left by the
number of bits specified by the right operand.
Example: A << 2 will give 240 which is I l'l I 0000

6

>> (right shift)
Binary Right Shift Operator. The left operands value is moved right by the
number of bits specified by the right operand.
Example: A >> 2 will give l5 which is I I I I

5



nlrr

The Relationnl Opcrators

There are following relational operators supported by Java language.

Assume variable A holds l0 and variable B holds 20, then:

Sr.No. Operators and Description

I

: (equal to)
Check ifthe values of two operands arc equrl or not, ifyes then condition
becomes true.
Example: (A : B) is not true.

2
!= (not equal to)
Checks ifthe values of two operands are equal or no! ifvalues are not equal
then condition becomes true.

Example: (A l= B) is true.

3

> (greater than)
Checks ifthe value of left operand is greater than the value of right operand,
ifyes then condition becomestrue.
Example: (A > B) is not true

-+

< (less than)
Checks ifthe value of left operand is less than the value of right operand, if
yes then condition b€comes frue.

Example: (A < B) is true

)
>= (greater than or equal to)
Checks ifthe valrc of left operand is greater than or equal to the value of
right operand, ifyes then condition becomes tue.
Example: (A >= B) is not lrue

6

<= (less than or equal to)
Checks ifthe value of left operand is less than or equal to the value ofright
operand, ifyes then condition becomes true.
Example: (A <= B) is true.
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n2rtechnologies@gmail.com
+9t 7276437476

Ileg No.: 1852300312699696 Datc:26105/2018

To,

The HOD[CSE],

TGPCET, Nagpur

Subject: Regarding joining of "lntemship Programme" by the students ofyour college.

Respected Sir/Madam,

We are pleased to inform you that the Ms. Manasvi R. Thakare of BE final year students

from Computer Science & Engineering department has been selected as an Software

Development trainee in our company.

Duration of intemship training is for I month from l8rhMay20l8to l8thJune20l8.
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Reg No.: 1852300312699696

To.

The HOD[CSE],

TGPCET, Nagpur

Subject: Regarding joining of "Internship Programme" by the students of your college.

Respected Sir/Madam,

We are pleased to inform you that the Ms. Avanti Jadhao of BE final year students f rom

Computer Science & Engineering department has been selected as an Software

Development trainee in our company.

Duration of intemship training is for I month from I 8th May 201 8 to I 8th June 201 8
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Vidarbha Bahu-uddsshlyaShiksrun Sanstha! NAACAccredited wi$'B' gmde

l\{ohgaon, Wardha Road, Nagpur- 441 108 Tel:07103{45410 ilob: C,99229ffi173

Approved by A|C1E, New Delhi, C*(. of ll,lahamhlm & Affiliated to RTM Nagpu Univemity

E.mall: pdncipal@tgpcet,mm Wobslte: wwwtgpcet.com

An lS0 9001:2008 Certilied lnstitullon

EI
GAIKWAD.PATIL
GROUP OF INSTITUTIONS

TU LSIRAII|IJI GAII(IIIIAD.PATIL
College of Engineering & Technology

Ref: TGPCET/EEl2ou+a1 $ Q Date:20/9/20L7

To,

The Manager,

J,P.Electricals Pvt Ltd.

M.l.D.C, Hitna Nagpur

Subject - Application for lndustrial Visit of Electrical Englneering on 28th September,20lT

Respected sir/Madam,

Warm Regards from Tulsiramji Gaikwad Patil College of Engineering and Technology (TGPCET).

TGPCET is one of the most promising and upcoming Engineering lnstitutions in Vidarbha

region. The college is a part of Gaikwad-Patil Group of lnstitutions which caters to cultivating

students in various fields such as Engineering, Archltecture, etc. lt comes under the umbrella of

Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University and is affiliated to AICTE.

As a professional education institute involved in producing engineers, it is imperative for us

that our students are industry relevant and ready. As such we feel the urge for high amount of

student interaction with.the industrial setup. Hence, we encourage our students to maximize their

industry interaction in ways such as industrial visits, case studies and projects. This helps them to get

practical experience of theoretical knowledge that they acquire in their curriculum.

Our Students from Electrical Engineering eager to visit .The students will be accompanied

along with faculty member during the duration of their study. We also hope that this can be a

beginning of a long lasting, professionally satisfoing and mutually beneficial relationship between

our organizations.

Regards and Best wishes,

G Alx W4 ()

OjaswlnlComplex

Gayatri Nagar, IT Park Road

Nagpur.440 022

Tel: 0712 664 8252

Fax: 0712 224 0656

E+nail: vidadhabuss@ahoo,co.in
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fircrcer Radharaman Shaha<hod.ee@tgpcet.com>

Fina! result.
4 messages

HR JP Electrical <hr@jp.electrical.com>
To: Radharaman Shaha<hod.ee@tgpcet.com

Fri, 22,JULY, 2017 at 6:36 PM

Greetings authority,

We are glad to inform you that your application for request ofindustrial Visit has been accepted by the organization,
and you have been selected for t}te Industrial visit in our company.
This e-mail is regarding your Industrial Visist application as on28l07/2017 .

As you know it may be a very bustling time, we advise you to be mentally and physically equipped, and ofcourse,
you can get along with our expectations. You will get compenMtion from the company for the intemship period
thereof as discussed.

Note: This offer holds valid for two weeks fiom today's date. If you are failing to join us in the expected period, this
opportunity will be invalid and considered as oblivion and unoccupied.



.rrf. Tulsiramji Gailrwad-Patil College of Engineering and Technology
Wardha Road, Nagpur-441 108

NAAC Accredited

Department of Electrical Eng ineering.aT

Session:2017-18

Attendance of Industrial Visit
J.P Electrical, Hingana, Nagpur Date: 2810912017

Sr.No Name of Student Signature

I AKSHATA RAJENDRA FULMALI

1 AMITA RAVINDRA UKANDE tffi
3 ANKITA GANGADHAR SHENDE

APARNA ANIMESH GHOSHI

5 BHARAT NARAYAN BHANDARI

6 DHANSHRI RAJABHAU HIRULKAR

7 DIKSHA GAUTAM DORLIKAR

/rU<,a-Y-8 DILASHA SANDEEP KOTANGALE

9 DIMPAL DEVIDAS CHOPDE

l0 DIVYA SANTOSH BARBATE

EKTA VIJAY PANTAWANE

12 AKASH SANJAY BAGADE

l3 ASHISH HIRALAL DOYE

l1

HIMANSHU RAJENDRA MUKWANE

t'7 KAMLESH DHANIRAM BHAIIPALE ka^^^tl, S fi ,

l8 KAMLESH NILKANTH KARPATE

l9 PAWAN ANIL CHUTE

PRATIKSINGH ANUPAM RAGHAV ?' A ' K<*,.,,^'
2t RAIAT MANOHARLAL CHOUDHARY { hn

F-l+B-

ae-

.@.*4_

die!

a,ytu-
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Department of Electrtcal Engineering

Report of Mapping Test conducted for the visit organized at J.P Electricals,
Hingana, Nagpur

Date of Test:-28.09.2 0 I 7

Aim: To conduct a mapping test on Visit to J.P Electrical, Hingana, Nagpur for understanding the

machines and its intemal structure on "286 September 2017".

Objective:

I . To give the students basic concepts of machine design.

2. To impart students about specifications and construction ofmachines.

Methodology:

l. The students are given induction about the visit. They were briefed about the objective of organizing
such type ofvisits.

2. Students from third year of the Electrical Engineering Branch were selected for the visit.

3. Students were asked lnowledge based questions on to know about the visit by searching it in lhe media.
They were also asked to search the answer why such events are arranged by the organizing body.

4. Multiple Choice Questions based on the visit is prepared to check whether the visit was fiuitful or not.

Outco me:

2. Students curiously went to every project, leamt the concept of the project and also asked few questions
to the projectees present with their projects.

4. Complex engineering problem solutions were also one of the outcomes of the guest lecture.

Department of EE E

l. It is observed by the faculty co-ordinator that the students utilized the travel time to reach the
destination in searching the details ofthe event and know about the history ofthe place.

3. The students were proud to know that our country is in the forefront to use the technology.
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D epartment of Electrical Engineering

Mapping of Industrial Visit with PO:

This Industrial Visit helped students to leam about

l) Engineering Knowledge

2) Design/ development of solutions.

3) Conduct investigation of complex problems

4) Modem tool usage

5) The engineer and society

6) krdividual and team work

7) Lifelong leaming

POI PO2 P03 P04 P05 PO6 PO7 PO8 P09 POl0 POl I POl2
., , 3 3 3 J 2

Conclusion:

The educational tour concluded with vote of thanks. One of the students proposed a vote of

thanks to all delegates, Organizing and Technical Committees for smooth conduct and huge success of

one day industrial visit organized at J.P Electrical, Hinpa, Nagpur. The one day industrial visit was

nicely and successfully managed by an active faculty member ofthe department Prof. Pratik Ghutke &

Prof. Nikita Malwar.

HoD.EE
HOB

Electrical En gineering

isit Co-ordinater

Engineerrr[&E]Ur&nth{.66
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To,

The Manager,

Pench Hydro Electric,

Pench

Subject - Application for lndustrial Visit of Electrical Engineering on 2Oth February,2017

Respected Sir/Madam,

Warm Regards from Tulsiramji Gaikwad Patil College of Engineering and Technology (TGPCET).

TGPCET is one of the most promising and upcoming Engineering lnstitutions in Vidarbha

region. The college is a part of Gaikwad-Patil Group of lnstitutions which caters to cultivating

students in various fields such as Engineering, Architecture, etc. lt comes under the umbrella of
Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Na8pur University and is affiliated to AICTE.

As a professional education institute involved in producing engineers, it is imperative for us

that our students are industry relevant and ready. As such we feel the urge for high amount of
student interaction with the industrial setup. Hence, we encourage our students to maximize their

industry interaction in ways such as industrial visits, case studies and projects. This helps them to get

practical experience of theoretical knowledge that they acquire in their curriculum.

Our Students from Electrical Engineering eager to visit .The students will be accompanied

along with faculty member during the duration oT their study. We also hope that this can be a

beginning of a long lasting, professionally satisfying and mutually beneficial relationship between

our organizations.

Regards and Best wishes,

olass'lnl Complex

Gayalri Nagar, lT Pail Road

Nagpur .441) 022

Tel: 07'12 6648252

Fu: 0712 24 0655

E<nail: vida6habus@yahoo,co,in
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Srcncer Radharaman Shaha<hod.ee@tgpcet.com>

Final result.
3 messages

HR <hr@phydro.com>
To: Radharaman Shaha<hod.ee@tgpcot.com

sAT, 15,Feb,2017 at 8i36 PM

Greetings authority,

We are glad to inform you that your application for request of industrial Visit has been accepted by the organization,
and you have been selected for the Industrial visit in our company.
This e-mail is regarding your Industrial Visist application as on20/02/2017.
As you know it may be a very bustling time, we advise you to be mentally and physically equipped, and ofcourse,
you can get along with our expectations. You will get compensation ftom the company for lhe internship period
thereof as discussed.
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Session:2016-17

Attendance of Industrial Visit
Pench Hydro Electric Project, Pench D^te: 2010212017

Sr.No Name of Student Signature

I ADARSHATA SHENDE

2 DHANSHRI MARWADE :fr
HEENA BHAUYYAJI MESHRAM It\

.l K. \. -T
5 MADHURI B. KUBDE " ( uJd..e,a
6 f -L"A
1 RASHI KA BABTJRAO TIRPT]DE

8 SAGRIKA P. VILAYATKAR 2Q,n't
9 SHRUTIKA BANDU PETKAR

t0
I

lt ABHILASH ANIL THAKRE

t2

li AKASH RAMCHANDRA NIKHADE Meql6
t.1 AMAR DEVIDAS SHRINATH

l5 ANIRUDDHA B. ROY

t6 DINESH HANSRAJ KUNDBHARE

Yt,f"PIALHARSHAL VILAS PATILl7

LAXMIKANT LOKHANDE

t9 MOHANISH ANIL WAKODE

PARITOSH H, RENGE
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Dep artment of Electrical Eng tneering

Report of lndustry Visit at Pench Hydro Electrical Project, Pench.

Date120.02.2017

Aim: To conduct a mapping test on Visit of Pench Hydro I3lectrical Project, Pench on "20th

February 2017".

Objective:

l. To give the students basic concepts ofHydro Electrical Project.

2. To impart students about specifications and construction of Hydro Electricat Project.

Methodology:

l. The students are given induction about the visit. They were briefed about the objective of
organizing such type ofvisits.

2. Students from third & final year of the Electrical Engineering Branch were selected for the visit.

3. Students were asked knowledge based questions on to klrow about the visit by searching it in the
media. They were also asked to search the answer why such events are aranged by the organizing
body.

4. Multiple Choice Questions based on the visit is prepared to check whether the visit was fruitful or
not.

Outcome:

1. It is observed by the faculty co-ordinator that the students utilized the travel time to reach the

destination in searching the details ofthe event and know about the history of the place.

2. Students curiously went to every project, leamt the concept of the project and also asked few

questions to the projectees present with their projects.

3. The students were proud to know that our country is in the forefront to use the technology.

4 Pench Hydroelectric Project (Totladoh Power Plant) is erected at the Pench river of Nagpur

district in Maharashtra. The power project is commissioned in 1986 with an approved and

installed capacity of 160 MW. The Power Station is compieted in Totladoh Dam, which is a

rockfitl and concrete dam.The type ofproject is I\{ajor, since the capacity is gleater than 25 MW.

The status of power house is operational. The hydroelectric basin of power project is Godavari

River. The power station is situated at the Westem Hydroelectric region ofthe country'

Department of EE
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D epartment of Electrical Eng ineertng

Mapping of Industrial Visit with PO:

This Industrial Visit helped students to learn about

1) EngineeringKnowledge

2) Design/ development of solutions.

3) Conduct investigation of complex problems

4) Modem tool usage

5) The engineer and society

6) Individual and team work

7) Lifelong learning

Conclusion:

The educational tour concluded with vote of thanks. One of the students proposed a vote

of thanks to all delegates, Organizing and Technical Committees for smooth conduct and huge

success of one day industrial visit organized at Hydro Power Plant, Totladoh, Nag;rur. The one

day industrial visit was nicely and successfully managed by an active faculty member of the

department Prof. Ganesh Wakte & Prof. Ashvini Admane.
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